Amherst – Walkie Talkie Radio Accessories List
Item

Description
EPM01

Price
Exc. VAT
£10

Standard “D-shape” earpiece/microphone, fits
around ear, has microphone with PTT button
and clip to attach to clothes.

EPM01-E2 Entel screw-on type

£15

EPM06

£14

Semi-covert earpiece/microphone. This has
the clear plastic "audio tube" so it isn't so
obvious that an earpiece is being worn.
The microphone is on the wire to the earpiece
and has a spring clip so it can be attached to
clothing.

EPM05

£14

Has an "in ear" earbud and also a support fits
around the back of the wearer's ear, and an
inline microphone with PTT button that can be
clipped to the wearer's clothing.
It is the best type to use in noisy environments
such as nightclubs, bars or at live music
events, because the sound emitted is closer to
the wearer's eardrum than with other types of
earpiece.
ACTM20

£18

Two-wire semi-covert earpiece/microphone.
This has the clear plastic "audio tube" so it isn't
so obvious that an earpiece is being worn, and
also has the microphone on a second long wire
so that it can be worn down your sleeve etc.
EPM01-E2 Entel screw-on type

£20

Item

Description

Price
Exc. VAT
£26

LHS08
Headset with boom microphone, PTT button on
wire with spring clip to attach to clothes.

RSM01

£14

Speaker / microphone – allows user to have
radio on belt or in pocket and this attached to
their lapel or shoulder via spring clip

PHS05

£49

Aircraft-style headset ideal for very noisy
environments – two sound-insulated earphones
will cut off sound from around the wearer,
allowing him to hear only radio messages

Leather carry case with neck strap for carrying
a walkie-talkie radio round your neck. The
leather case also helps to protect the radio
from impact damage and water.

£19

It has an integral belt-clip.
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